SAVE AMERICA Ministries
Presents

SEXUAL SEDUCTION of the UNION
A Sexual Portrait of American Life
2012 EDITION - ADDICTED to SEX
THE CULTURAL GOSPEL believed and practiced evangelistically from coast to coast and exported abroad on the wings of
democracy is promiscuous sex and the ultimate satisfaction of prosperity. The following portrait reveals how the salacious serpent has sexually
seduced the world’s only nation which boldly professed to be “UNDER GOD.”
I.

American Immigrants
A University of California, Irvine, study revealed the profound effect of American enculturation upon immigrant women.
S 77% of slightly acculturated Asian-Americans were virgins, whereas only 52% of those highly acculturated were virgins.
S The average young Caucasian woman had 2.5 sexual partners while the average young Asian-American woman had only .92 sexual
partners.
A University of Arizona study revealed...
S Mexican-American women most assimilated into American culture were most likely to be pregnant out of wedlock.
Conclusion: American culture, through sexual seduction, is weakening family life & morals of immigrants and the entire world.

II.

Teen Sex - Sexual Seduction in America Starts Early.
A.
S
S
S
S
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The Facts
40% of 9th graders say they have had sexual intercourse.
50% of high schoolers admit having engaged in intercourse.
50% of teens have engaged in oral sex; 70% of 18-19 year olds have had oral sex.
16% of high school sophomores have had 4 or more sexual partners.
2/3 of teens are sexually active by the end of high school, despite 89% having attended sex education classes, where 81% of parents
want schools to discuss condoms & contraception.
S Teens from homes headed by single, never-married women are twice as likely to be sexually active than teens from homes headed
by married couples.
S America’s universities have become “Dorm Brothels.” (Christianity Today, Feb. 2005).
S Female teens now exploring bisexuality. Anal sex now perceived as the way to preserve “virginity;” more than 50% have had anal sex.
S 25% of teens admit swapping porn images of themselves by “sexting.”
B. Consequences are Frightening and Growing
S Kids Are Deceived - Believe Choices Are Risk Free
S 25% of all new HIV cases are under age 21.
S 25% of all American teen girls have an STD.
S Herpes & Chlamydia are escalating dramatically.
S Syphilis is up 29% since 2000.
S 20% of sexually active girls become pregnant; 40% have STD’s. Among black girls, 50% have an STD.
S 20% of sexually active girls report being often depressed, compared to only 7% of non-sexually active girls. For boys, it is 8% for active
vs. 3% for non-active.
S 14% of sexually active girls attempt suicide vs. only 5% of non-active girls.
C. Emotional/Spiritual Consequences Are Seldom Considered
Worry about pregnancy, STD’s
Fear of Commitment
Corruption of Character
Loss of Self-Respect
Regret, Self-Recrimination
Rage over Betrayal
Loss of Purity
Ruined Relationships
Guilt
Depression & Suicide
Debasement of Sex
Fear of Divine Judgment
NOTE:

III.

A Gallup Poll revealed that of 9 behaviors Americans traditionally considered immoral, American teens considered premarital sex to be the least immoral. Lying, cheating, stealing & swearing ranked as more morally objectionable.

Pre-Marital Sex (Post Teen) “Premarital Sex is the Sin Americans Wink At.”

A. Over 90% of Americans, men and women alike, admit to having had pre-marital sex. This Guttmacher Institute study of more than
38,000 men and women reveals “99% of the respondents had sex by age 44, and 95% had sex before marriage.” Even among those
who abstained until age 20, 80% had pre-marital sex by age 44.
B. Over 75% of children born out of wedlock have mothers age 20 and older.
C. Over 50% believe it is not wrong for adults to have premarital sex.
“Americans have all but given up on the notion that the appropriate premarital state is one of chastity. The Bible may
have warned that like the denizens of Sodom and Gomorrah, those who ‘give themselves over to fornication’ will
suffer ‘the vengeance of eternal fire,’ but for most Americans, adult premarital sex has become the ‘sin they not only
wink at but quietly endorse’.” U.S. News May 19, 1997.

IV.

Cohabitation - Heterosexual Living Together Outside of Wedlock
The Facts
Cohabitation has increased over 1000% since 1960.
More than 2/3 of married couples now live together before marriage.
Each of the previous 3 generations have dramatically increased cohabitation over the previous generation - a pattern clearly threatening
marriage as the norm for sexual relationship.
S 42% of those in a non-Christian faith have cohabitated.
S 36% of Catholics have cohabitated vs. 30% of Protestants.
S 23% of households with children are headed by an adult never married.
B. Consequences
S With regular sex readily available outside of marriage, both marriage & marital sex are declining.
S Stability of dependable lifetime relationships of parents & children at severe risk.
• The probability of a pre-marital cohabitation breaking up within 5 years is 49% compared to 20% for a first marriage.
• Those who marry after having cohabitated with a member of the opposite sex are far more likely to divorce than where there has
been no previous cohabitation.
• Cohabitation is replacing dating... and marriage, revealing a “crisis of confidence” in marriage.
A.
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Marital Sex - God Ordained and Diminishing

V.

The Facts
Sex during marriage is the only situation in which sexual intercourse is declining in America.
Psychologists now estimate that 15-20% of married couples have sex no more than 10 times per year.
While married couples report, on average, sex 68.5 times per year, or once per week, “when people believe they have permission to
complain, they often admit to having sex less than once per month; & these are couples who like each other.”
S Married people have only 6.9 more sexual encounters per year than people who never married, based upon the most favorable reports
from married couples.
B. Causes and Consequences
• Depression -In 2002, Americans filled 200 million prescriptions for antidepressants. Depression renders a person “not in the mood,”
& antidepressants depress sexual desire & ability.
• A TV in the bedroom cuts sex frequency in half.
• Birth control & abortion have transformed women’s sexuality over the past 40 years.
• Working women now comprise 47% of work force, receive 57% of bachelor degrees, & 30% earn more than their husbands.
• Women’s new financial clout has put women in control of marital sex as never before, i.e.,
• Women admit to being driving force in 56% of divorces.
• Marital “duties” have become “options.”
• Working parents compensate for guilt in mother’s not spending time with kids by dragging kids everywhere, leaving no alone time
for mom & dad.
• Men are doing far more work around the house than any previous generation.
• Both women & men have underlying resentment & both are exhausted, causing Newsweek, on its cover, to ask, “Are Stress, Kids
& Work Killing Romance?” (Newsweek, June 30, 2003, cover story).
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VI.

Adultery - When marital relations decline, extramarital relationships surge.
A.
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VII.

Key Implicators:
Newsweek cover story Sept. 30, 1996. “ADULTERY - A New Debate About the Oldest Sin.”
TIME cover, August 15, 1994. “INFIDELITY - It May Be in Our Genes.”
TIME - “Our Cheating Hearts”, August 15, 1994.
Scandalous Statistics
51% believe extramarital affairs are more common now than 10 years ago.
36% say some or most married people they know have affairs.
50% say adultery is wrong because it is immoral.
Adultery among women is increasing faster than among men, “an unintended consequence of the women’s movement.”
20% of pastors admit having an affair while in the ministry.
Emotional / Adultery
• Most affairs are conducted primarily on the phone or on the Internet rather than in bed.
• The essence of an affair is in establishing a secret intimacy with someone - a secret that must be defended with dishonesty.
• Infidelity is as much about whom you lie to as it is about whom you lie with.

Pornography

A. The Facts
S Nearly 20 million adults visit cyber sex sites monthly.
S In 1997, US News cover declared, “America is by far the world’s leading producer of porn, churning out hard-core videos at 150
new titles per week.”

S

The number of hard-core video rentals rose from 75 million in 1985 to 490 million in 1992 & to 665 million in 1996 & has surged
each year since.
S Since 1991, the number of new hard-core video titles released each year has increased 500%.
S In 1997, American s spent nearly $1 billion on telephone sex.
S Playboy’s web site averages over 5 million hits every day.
S Pornography is now the 3rd largest business on the Internet, now $1 billion/ year - projected to be $7 billion in 3 years.
S One-third of children under 10 have seen online porn.
B. Causes and Consequences
S As Americans, from pulpit to pew, rejected previously honored Biblical warnings against sex outside of marriage, the carnal nature
has clamored for “carnal” knowledge unfettered by Biblical morality or concerns of eternal judgment (Note: 96% increase in TV
sex scenes from 1998 to 2005).
S 37% of pastors admitted in a Christianity Today survey that they struggle with Internet pornography.
S 20% of all ministers admit personal involvement in pornography. Interestingly, this is the same percentage of those admitting
involvement in an extra-marital affair.
S 40% of Christian women admit seeking out pornography. As a culture, from pulpit to pew, we just flat out disagree with God’s
standard.
S “Our culture itself is addicted to porn.”
S A pornographic culture “is not one in which pornographic materials are published & distributed,” but is “one which accepts the ideas
about sex on which pornography is based.”

VIII. Homosexual Behavior - Sodomy
QUESTION: When Americans, from the Church House to the White House, have rejected God’s clear, Biblically-stated standards for
heterosexual behavior, why should the society embrace God’s standards for homosexual behavior?
ANSWER: When one standard falls, they all fall progressively like dominoes. Normalization of homosexuality is the final stage of moral
deterioration in a culture. Evangelicals now progressively soften positions toward homosexuality just as they did toward
divorce 40 years ago. Young evangelicals now accept homosexuality the same as divorce and remarriage.
A. Facts
S While only 2-3% of Americans admit homosexual behavior, only 46% of Americans in 2000 believed sodomy was a sin, down from
54% just 2 years earlier.
S 54% of Americans believe homosexual partners should receive employment benefits as spouses.
S All states once had anti-sodomy laws. In 2003, only 4 states banned sodomy between homosexuals.
S 60% of Americans in 2003 believed homosexual sex should be legal.
S In 2005, 2 states authorized homosexual marriage, now 5 states as of 2009.
B. Our Status
S In 1986, the Supreme Court in Bowers v. Hardwick upheld Georgia’s anti-sodomy law.
S In 2003, just 17 years later, the U.S. Supreme Court, in Lawrence v. Texas, overturned the Texas anti-sodomy law, stating, “The
state cannot demean their existence or control their destiny by making their private sexual conduct a crime.”
C. The Cause - Moral Rebellion from Church House to White House
S Nov. 8, 1997, America’s 42nd President, William Jefferson Clinton (Democrat), expressed the perceived sentiment of the American
people in addressing a gay-rights fundraiser. As the 1st sitting president to address a gay & lesbian organization, he declared:
“We are redefining in practical ways the immutable [unchangeable]
ideals that have guided us from the beginning.”
S May 8, 2000 (just 3 years later), U.S. News reported “Backlash to Bush’s gay embrace.” “With cries of ‘betrayal,’ conservative profamily groups rose up against our 43rd President, George W. Bush (Republican), because of his outreach & coziness with gay
supporters, demanding that he, as a candidate, dismiss gay activism & firmly state his opposition to gay marriage. Now, Barack
Obama, as president, has committed to normalize homosexual practice and to remove homosexual restraints in the military.
S The cultural casting away of sexual convictions among heterosexuals beginning in the 1960's to homosexual “political correctness”
in the 1990's and to homosexual legal “correctness” in the 2000's.

IX.

Divorce and Remarriage
A. The Facts
S In 1969, no-fault divorce began sweeping the nation as an expression of the loosening sexual mores of the society.
S In 2003, there were approximately 1.2 million new divorces annually, leaving 1 million children each year as virtual orphans.
S By 1996, the divorce rate among born-again Christians was 4% higher than the national average.
S By 1997, the divorce rate in the Bible Belt was 50% higher than the national average.
S By 2000, the divorce rate among pastors equaled their parishioners & was the 2nd highest of all professions.
S By 2005, both the church of England and the Assemblies of God overturned historic doctrinal convictions to conform to culture,
permitting pastors and parishioners to divorce and remarry.
B. The Cause and Consequence
S Divorce became culturally “correct,” then it became “politically correct,” then it became legally correct, & now it is alleged to be even
biblically “correct.”

S

Remarriage, never condoned by the church from the early church forward, became the norm of “Christian” practice, opening
Pandora’s Box to divorce at will with the likely promise of a heretofore - prohibited new spouse.
S As Bill Clinton so aptly said, “We are redefining, in practical terms, the immutable ideals that have guided us from the beginning.”
C. God’s Viewpoint
1. Mal. 2:13-17
He hates divorce
It closes God’s ear to our prayers
It is treachery
It reveals we no longer fear God
It reveals a problem of the spirit
2. Matt. 5:32
Mark 10:11-12
I Cor. 7:10, 11, 39
Rom. 7:2-3

Whoever divorces causes spouse to commit adultery

3. I Cor. 6:9-10

Neither fornicators, nor adulterers, nor sodomites will inherit the kingdom of God.

If a divorced person whose spouse is still living marries another, that person commits adultery.
If a person is divorced, for whatever reason, that person must remain unmarried if the original spouse still
lives.

X. “Christian” Sex - Sex has become “lord,” dictating both belief and behavior.
A. 2/3 of “Christian” singles admit they are not virgins.
B. 61% of those students who signed sexual abstinence cards that “True Love Waits” admit breaking their pledge, but of the remaining
39% who say they kept their pledge, 55% had oral sex and did not consider it to be “sex.” A similar percentage of professed evangelical
college students don’t consider anal intercourse to be “sex”
C. 50% of professing Christian women have cohabitated.
D. 20% of pastors admit to an affair while in ministry.
E. 37% of “Christian” women and 60%-70% of “Christian” men admit seeking out pornography.
F. 37% of pastors admit they struggle with Internet pornography.
G. The vast majority of pastors and people have overturned the historical convictions of both Protestant and Catholic churches, authorizing
and practicing divorce and remarriage (while the spouse is still living), even though Jesus clearly proclaimed such to be “adultery” as
did the Apostle Paul. Christianity Today’s “Evangelicals Rethinking Divorce” reveals how pervasive is the wholesale abandonment of
historic Christian teaching. Here is the clearest expression of apostasy, revealed in belief and behavior.
H. Christianity Today concludes Christians are “Addicted to Sex” (March 2008).

XI.

Sex-Saturated Culture
A. Virtual sex is exploding! Digitized sex is increasingly preferred, embracing computer screens and touching keyboards ever so tenderly
in lieu of person-to-person contact.
- 87% of 2484 students at 150 colleges reported having “virtual sex” over instant messenger, webcams or telephone.
- 51% of study respondents were female, 49% male.
- 61% watched porn while having sex.
B. 96% increase in TV scenes with sexual content from 1998 to 2005.
C. 15% of all new AIDS cases are among seniors over 55.
D. 20% of all U.S. mothers have children with different fathers.
E. Normalizing the bizarre
- Polymorist relationships are growing - contending monogamy is unnatural. Polyamorous people embrace several serious
relationships simultaneously, straight or gay, with their knowledge and approval.
- 2570 educators lost teaching credentials from 2001-2005 following sexual misconduct. Numbers are increasing dramatically.
- High school girls prostitute in school auditoriums for $10.
- 15% of college students admit sex in public restrooms.
- Man charged with simulated sex with a bicycle; another actual sex with a sheep.
- Man caught having simulated sex with a mannequin; another actual sex with a horse.

XII.

Unintended Consequences

A. AIDS
- 15% of all new AIDS cases are among unmarried seniors over age 55.
- 50% of all new AIDS cases are in Black community which comprises only 12% of the nation.
- AIDS is #1 killer of black women age 25-44.
B. STD’s
- From 2005-2009, syphillis increased 60%, but increased 70% in ages 55-64.
- Oral cancer up 225% from 1994-2007, believed to be linked to oral sex.
B. FATHERLESSNESS
- Illegitimacy rate now 41% nationwide, but 72% in black community alone.
- Out-of-wedock births for women age 35-39 nearly doubled since 1980.

C. NATIONAL DEFENSE
- 55 pregnancies among non-married women deployed in Afghanistan in 2007 alone.
- Military “General Order” No. 1 prohibits unmarried sex during deployment because: “Sexual relations in a deployed environment
have a degrading effort on unit cohesion, morale, good order and discipline, and jeopardizes unit readiness....” What do such
relations do for the “readiness” of professing Christians to meet their Lord?
D. NATIONAL DEBAUCHERY
- Pedophilia now promoted as equally normative as homosexuality.
- Bestiality is becoming increasingly common in America and worldwide.
- Monogamy has transitioned from re-marriages after divorce to cohabitation; from cohabitation to polygamy; and from polygamy
to polyamorous “swinging” relationships with multiple partners.

FINAL CONCLUSION:

OUR VIEWPOINT IS DETERMINING OUR DESTINY

IF YOU WERE GOD...
How would you respond to a nation & people who claim to be “under God” but who, from the Church
House to the White House & from pulpit to pew defy His divine law & will?
This is where moral renewal & spiritual revival must start. What we do, we must do quickly. God
judges sexual sin with fire because it so rapidly & pervasively “leavens the whole loaf.” Judgment
begins first at the house of God.

CONSIDER...
Britain’s latest sex ed publication for parents, teachers
and youth workers. It is titled: Pleasure. Its slogan...
“An orgasm a day keeps the Doctor away.”

“Sex beyond the bounds of biblical marriage is embodied apostasy.”

50 million babies have been sacrificed
on the altar of sexual freedom through abortion since 1973.
Over 80 million children have been deprived
of a 2-parent home through divorce since 1968.

Abortion kills a child...
Divorce kills a whole family.
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